"Every economist readily recognizes that social decisions have economic consequences, in that they cost resources. So how can any economist or business executive fail to recognize that economic decisions have social consequences, in that they directly impact human beings?"
Henry Mintzberg et al. (2002: 69) 1 1 Aims and content
Overview
In my research I regard business reality as a collective phenomenon, within which the role of shared dispositions and stories has to be emphasized. Let us call this approach to the logic of collective practice as 'dispositional'. I use this method in the interpretation of organizational functioning, and especially of the workings of corporate governance. Based on the conclusions drawn from this interpretation, I have worked out a draft concept of 'auxiliary social development' of corporations so as to make them more engaged socially and let them undertake their social roles, that is, be socially responsible. The research was inspired by the same dispositional sentiment towards the societal and economic roots of the ecological crisis.
The sentiment presented in the thesis is mostly based on Pierre Bourdieu's concept of the 'habitus', and is primarily derived from one of his last works, "The Social Structures of the Economy" (2000/2005) 2 . I attempt to interpret economy, business practice and organizational reality as a social, sociological phenomena -as it is meant by the theory of collective reality developed by the French sociologist. If we follow this theory, we do not need to invoke either the rational rules of conscious games or the invisible hand (this statistically feasible but abstract social logic) in order to formulate the functional principles of a structured and self-reproducing social reality and to correlate its events more realistically. The basic 1 Henry Mintzberg, Robert Simons, Kunal Basu (2002) "Beyond Selfishness" MIT Sloan Management Review, Fall 2 Bourdieu (2000 Bourdieu ( /2005 "The Social Structures of the Economy" Polity Press, London question here is: how do the collective stereotypes of behavior and comprehension, the stories and experiences of communities contribute to the actual realizations of the economic reality. For instance, society itself, a whole industry, a corporation or the CEO subculture can all be communities which construct reality.
The thesis introduces a normatively useful point as well: how could the forces of societal change responsive to the ecological crisis be implemented and actuated from inside organizational and business practice in the form of behavioral dispositions sensitive to the matters of ecology. Not by forcing the organizations to implement the agenda of change but by institutionalizing the vectors of change into the implicit mechanisms of their practice. A related question is how will such aspects as the public opinion (which is becoming more and more sensitive to environmental issues), the social engagement of corporations (which is growing in its legitimization) and the ecological orientation of business executives (which is here conceived of as conditionable) -be all synchronized with such aspects as the working principles of an organizational community, the regularities of practical coping, and the style of management and operation? By using the terms 'regularities' and 'style' here I refer to the collective behavioral mechanisms described in the Bourdieusian theory by the notion of 'habitus', while I am trying to avoid the broader notion of 'organizational culture'.
The thesis aims to synthesize an analysis about the determinative role of dispositional logic in business practice, and about the substantive (practical) significance of this particular mechanism which animates the collective action within the workings of organizations -especially the current importance of this mechanism in the adaptation to the ecological crisis the economy has to face.
This "synthesizing" analysis takes up the first part of my dissertation and could best be described as reflecting the explorative-integrative research method. The second part begins with the introduction of the empirical research based on the narrative interview method, and concludes with the interpretation of the answers to the research questions by going through the appli-1 cation of the synthesized theory to the material gathered in interviews.
The research questions -defined later in this textare derived from the following two statements:
'A' The dispositions of business executives (their mindset, habits, habitus) form and guide business practice.
'B' There are ways to influence change in these dispositions (to manipulate them) from outside.
In my understanding, the empirical results support that it is reasonable and realistic to study -and try to detect -dispositional logic in business. The results confirm that dispositional regularities have played a significant role in the cases told by the interviewees, experienced by them, and conceived by me as reports about the collective corporate functioning as seen from the executives' point of view.
It emerged as a valid interpretation that the mindset and the dispositional action patterns form an ingrained system within the interviewees' executive professional identity, and as such they determine the involved behavior exhibited by the executives within the organization. In my judgment -formulated upon the empirical material -, the dispositional interpretation of the professional identity is not compromised by the observations that the regularities of the executive identity are conscious and instrumental to a significant extent.
Plus, I construe from the results that the dispositions of the executives obtain their practical significance if and when they interreact (interplay) with orientations and choreographies functioning in the culture of the organizational milieu (Bourdieu describes it as a relationship between 'habitus' and the 'field').
This way the results obtained through the empirical research are in unison with the normative idea formulated in the synthetic part of the thesis, which advocates the establishment of super-organizational institutions which are capable of influencing the mindset and the practice of the senior management. Firstly, in such institutions the executive subculture (the intersection of their identity) could be oriented according to the critical issues of the society. Secondly, the executives' action potentials oriented this way -that is, in those institutions -could be synchronized with the organizational functioning (the practice of the actual executive's company) more open to social involvement, and with the concrete issues of societal importance the given corporation is implicated in.
According to the view represented in the thesis, it is the companies who are involved in social mattersfor example as a result of their external effects -and not vice versa. In other words, we can interpret corporations as being stakeholders of society, whose actions affect societal issues, instead of interpreting society as being a stakeholder affecting the corporations' actions. Thus it seems to be logical, that it should be the corporations' high priority tasktheir duty -to process societal issues. A draft of one possible institution promoting the formation and reproduction of this corporate engagement is sketched out in the thesis, which also tries to empirically confirm that it is possible to make the dispositions of the executives (senior managers) more socialized. We can conclude from the empirical material of the research that it is possible to detect these dispositions, which could then become the targets of the oriented, guided re-socialization as well as its results to be phased in.
1.2 Explanation of the adopted approach, style and terminology
Approach, style
It must have struck the reader as obvious by now that my statements carry some sort of uncertainty and that these statements -just as the research itself -cover a 'soft' field. The deliberate use of the terms reflecting uncertainty -"my understanding", "try to confirm", "attempt to", "mostly" or "seems to be logical" -is in line with the approach adopted in my dissertation. As per this approach, social reality cannot be examined objectively, since this kind of reality is intersubjective, constructed by the community. It is a phenomenon which mutates according to its interpretations. Therefore it is partly determined by the researcher's attitude. Social reality is undetermined, transient, perpetually re-interpretable -something which calls for an approach labeled 'postmodern'. My 'soft' approach is not merely a researcher's pose but it happens to coincide with my current way of looking at things.
Being part of social reality, the nature of economic reality and the regularities of its functioning cannot differ substantially from those of its broader context (that is social reality) -especially if we look at economy as a phenomenon constructed in communities and woven of interpretations and stories. The conclusions (interpretations) drawn using this kind of approach -e.g. a great deal of emphasis on the significance of dispositional logic -might seem selfexplanatory for those whose worldview is affected by their sociological studies or by their readings of contemporary literature, but if viewed from the perspective of the ruling business and economic approach, these conclusions are debatable.
Concentrating on the role of "soft" community logic in business practice, I use a matching style throughout. My research methodology is also in line with the 'soft' approach and message -there is more on this issue in a later subsection.
The dissertation's approach was meant to fit with the 'practice turn' school of thought too, which has been gaining ground in social sciences, and therefore in organizational studies as well in the past few years. This approach holds -to put it simple -that reality is not really to be described by some sort of grand logic or high-level interrelationships. Rather, it is the internal logic, the micro-processes and stories of prosaic, everyday practice which came to the forefront of research. For instance, organizational behavior, including strategy making and implementation, can realistically be described as an interplay of the smaller activities of everyday organizational practice rather than as a "landscape of targets to be achieved".
Socialization
The introduced terminology -"guided re-socialization", "auxiliary socialization" and "more socialized" -requires some explanation. I use the term 'socialization' to mean learning and adoption of mindset and behavioral patterns taking place in the very community which is experienced by the subjects as the medium of their existence (their milieu). The community conveys the patterns and serves as a habitat for those to become part of the individual's thinking, behavior, identity. It is important to note here that some of the individual patterns are adopted by the community as a whole.
The business executives' professional identity is shaped -among other things -by the communities of executive subculture. These communities have existing institutions e.g. conferences, clubs, the professional press, fairs, trainings and other professional events. Thus I conceive of the institutions of 'guided re-socialization' put forward in the thesis as being analogous to these institutions, with the clear aim of planting the matters of the broad community (the society) into the executives' identity, that is into the behavioral orientations of their identity.
The notion of 're-socialization' is to be understood as an iteration of socialization, 3 that is, a kind of auxiliary socialization of executives already socialized within their organizational situation with the aim of adjusting them to new circumstances and developing a certain kind of 'otherness' in them.
If by doing so we could orientate the executives' dispositions -otherwise narrowed down to the (strictly) economic context -towards dealing with, and more importantly taking care of business' wider and softer relations to society, we could then talk about a "more socialized" disposition actively open to the issues of the broader community.
Disposition
Disposition is X's tendency as well as his capacity to act in a certain (ingrained) manner under given circumstances. Disposition is in fact a potential to react, whose key components are tendency, stance and sentiment. This potential forms the nature of its own carrier (aka the agent) and it can determine the agent's behavior when facing a situation (contextual pattern) associated with a particular disposition. For someone to be able to react, his orientation needs to be coupled with certain capabilities. Likewise, in Bourdieu's interpretation, the dispositions of habitus -beyond the tendency to act in an ingrained manner -are also coupled with (or interplay with) a capacity. It might shed more light on the role of capacity, that disposi-tion also means a readiness to act -and thus a tendency towards some specific reaction. For instance, people are hardly able to act without preconceptions, that is without an actual tactical concept.
Disposition can manifests itself in judgments, decisions, actions, position, style or taste. It is important to note that disposition involves inertia too. The interpretation of disposition as a behavioral orientation validates the use of the metaphor of behavioral 'vector'.
Habitus
I interpret Bourdieu's notion of habitus as a concept of a 'methodological format' adequate to describe reality (practice) through its 'community format functioning' * . This mode of depiction can make both human and organizational behavior palpable through their external (societal) determination and internal (individual) stories, identities, bodily realities, and it can explain the logic (the functioning) of practice by using these very factors, not denying that "one quarter" of rationality either.
Following the French social scientist, let us view the practice through the metaphor of game. Consequently, there must be (social) spaces where these games take place, and there are also explicit rules and established regularities. Using the format of habitus, we can describe the workings and the reproduction of the game without having to resort to the simplifying notions of payoffs, needs, rules, equilibria and expectations.
Engagement
The thesis features several aspects of the concept of engagement, in other words involvement, commitment, duty and role assumption. Firstly, this notion stands for the 'social engagement' of corporations (in addition to the concepts of their responsibility, and instead of the concept of stakeholding). And it also appears in the formula of "active engagement" (following Robert Chia 4 ), which describes the dispositional logic of the internal functioning of organizations. At which point the notion of engagement can be linked to the vision of the professional identity of an executive who assumes the role of a steward in relation to social issues and takes on his involvement and his initial otherness. Yet another aspect of the concept of engagement is Henry Mintzberg's peculiar interpretation of management and leadership called the 'engaging management' 5 , in which view organizations are no longer efficient machineries. Rather, corporations should also be institutions in which stakeholders cooperate in activities collectively regarded as meaningful; institutions where the leader sets the tone and maintains the interplay of the co-workers' capacity for participation and their customs to participate (something which is hard to measure). And wherewhether this is idealism or not -long-term considerations are also prominent. 
Illustrations

Rules vs. regularities
Let us consider the following example first: even though unambiguous rules regulate every possible road traffic situation, road users need to know many practical regularities as well, things they are not fully conscious about. We memorize the rules for the driving test and then forget a significant percentage afterwards. We get to learn the regularities in practice: at first systematically, under the guidance of the instructor (e.g. how to keep distance), and then in live situations (at which speed can we make a turn in rain) -partly following the examples set by the behavior of other drivers (when to let someone join our lane and how to signal it by flashing the headlights). Moreover, the rules we have learnt will transform into tacit, ingrained patterns of behavior and gut reactions in daily practice. The driving culture of a metropolis differs from that of a village in the country and it also varies considerably from country to country (e.g. how drivers let pedestrians cross, how they coexist with bikers). The micro-situations of traffic are often more efficiently regulated by the participants' interplay, which is based on shared patterns, than by the formal choreography of the Highway Code (e.g. the aggressive and yet peculiarly cooperative driving style in Russian cities forms the lanes by spontaneous coordination in those places where the original road markings are not visible anymore.) We do not -for the most part -gain experience in a profession or learn the operational regularities of an actual workplace from manuals either but we fill the schematic rules with content in practice -adopting the actual behavioral and cognitive patterns, routines of the immediate environment.
One of my top manager interviewees reported that when he tried to introduce the "standard format for the flow of requests, questions and commands" he had acquired in a multinational corporate environment, the idea met with strong resistance in a Hungarian firm which has grown from a small family enterprise to a larger than medium business. Apart from the conflicting interests, the mindset and the customs of action -the collective regularities -also proved to be a major obstacle. The institutionalization of the new "reporting scheme" and communication practice
would have required broader changes, the adoption of a "new style of functioning". Even though the new reporting rules were reasonable in themselves.
Dispositions and masks of executives
It is the executive directors (the senior managers) who lead talks with business partners and other relevant parties, and the result of their activities is most probably influenced by whether they regard the external parties as opponents or whether they are disposed to deal responsibly with the problems of those parties who are affected by their business activities. Similarly, what a manager assumes about his employees' nature, whether he subscribes to 'Theory X' or 'Y' is a matter of disposition. Organizational studies and consulting must have played a role in that this latter approach (Y) was slowly gaining ground in the second half of the 20th century.
My empirical material shows that the executives exercise their professional identity through a personal bearing marked by sharp features, something I am going to refer to by the 'mask' metaphor. My interviewees appear to be contra-selected in e.g. that the term 'cooperativeness' describes their stance towards both their external partners and their colleagues more or less adequately. In their executive masks, we can find such "soft skills" as cool professionalism, suppression of the ego, active listening, didactic communication, irony, cleverness. Among these there are several traits which are instrumental, justified by being expedient and consciously developed. And several of these traits are coupled with an orientation which is beneficial for the development of the 'engaging management' -these are partly dispositions 'von-haus-aus', patterns acquired prior to or outside of the corporate socialization (e.g. dispositions which make them capable of involving colleagues in managerial situations, enhancing mutual tolerance and letting the sense of justice prevail).
Dispositions towards others
One of the cases discovered during the interviews tells us how crucial the role of the local senior functional manager's (the PR chief's) personal approach was in defining the manner the Hungarian division of an MNC followed the central policy and in how they filled the 'downloaded' instructions of the parent com-pany (a giant corporation, which itself is a global role model in building the corporate image of social responsibility) with specific content. My interview subject attributed this particular person's approach to his "upbringing and cultural background" and last but not least to the dramatic record of his life, to his personal story. "There are lots of ways to realize" the central policy (and goals) or to follow the ordersthis particular person does it by disseminating progressive patterns in the local corporate culture. For instance, by simply forcing that when it comes to events that manifest the company's social responsibility, the executives should rather represent their company through their personal presence (than merely through logos).
Professor Deirdre McCloskey, the internationally known economist and historian argues that it is a mistake of the dominant judgment to attribute the wellfunctioning of the market-based bourgeois society to the sovereignty of prudence ("know-how, competence, a thrifty self-interest, 'rationality' on a broad definition") 6 . Whereas other personal, "civic, social and cultural" virtues are also prerequisites for the genesis and the stable functioning of capitalism. Reinterpreting McCloskey, I regard a good part of the explanatory variables she terms 'sacred' -e.g. stewardship, service, sharing, sympathy, sentiment, stories -as the regularities of collective existence. These variables are excluded from the formula of economic behavior, if we try to explain the behavior through the 'individualistic format'. In a 1930 essay, Keynes puts that there will come a turning point sometime at beginning of the 21st century, when the individualist behavioral and moral principles which used to be to society's benefit will make way for a disposition (my wording) of being "economically purposive for others" (original wording); simply because the evolutionary role "of being reasonable for oneself" (selfishness) -a driving force that has served capitalism for centuries -ceases when wealth becomes a given thing and not something to pursue. 7
Returning to the executive subculture, what one of my interviewees has to say seems be in line with the above ideas: "If someone becomes a senior manager by his late twenties, he has to make a decision whether to become a yuppie or not." In his observation, yuppies "are likely to plan in much shorter terms and have much less structured ideas about 'why they are here' -because they do not have to think about it." In my dissertation's tone this statement is free from moral judgment -the question to be asked here is, which dispositions shape practice and which ones are left out of the script for practice. Even though the dispositions they inherit from home are important, the behavioral recipes and mindset which are ingredients of the ongoing socialization of the senior managerial subculture are presumably the critical factors in the realization of the practice -in how the frames set by the rules will be filled with a specific content:
To what extent the interpretation of the owners' interest in a stock-market style and timeframe shapes the corporation's internally made decisions. Whether the executives' stewardship-like disposition currently exercised towards the owners -as required by the company law too -is extended to other 'company-toits-environment' relationships as well and what level of priority this disposition enjoys. What kind of abstract ideas are there about costumers and their needs. To what extent the corporation feels responsible for the quality -e.g. whether a construction company is demanding about man-made environment.
Who takes care about how the products of culture considered to be commodities shape the taste and lifestyle of the public concerned. Whether an executive ever considers a project which significantly alters the panorama or the natural surroundings of his very own settlement as a possible alternative.
The current regulations by public and supervisory authorities as well as the self-regulation of market players orient companies toward 'compliance' and this is where we can detect the encouragement of the companies' minimalist attitude. In Ray Anderson's bitter wording this regulation encourages them to be "as bad as the law allows". 8 In other words, it makes them aim at the worst results permissible. In contrast to the case of active engagement, when we would expect the actors to behave with eco-sensitive orientation, be demanding, creative and proactive. Being the founder and chairman of a giant carpet tile company, Anderson came out as an environmentalist. His company intends to be the first environmentally restorative company, that is, they want to eliminate their own environmental load. In the meanwhile, regardless of their radical environmental views they retain their profit making function. The converted entrepreneur summarizes what he realized about his own former role -and that of the whole top managerial profession -having read an ecology book: "Some day people like me will end up in jail". When it comes to business organizations, we tend to disapprove of such methods -and of similar controlling or controlled community influences/coercion -, nevertheless we do use them in boot and training camps and in academies to achieve 'cognitive redefinition'. 9 The institutions which adopt similar techniques of influencing can achieve -while making a much shorter and more concentrated expenditure -the development of common beliefs and habits through the tuned construction and dramatization of the resocialization process.
Guided re-socialization -"The nautical division", draft
Côte d'Azur, 22nd April, late afternoon. A gathering in the hotel Majestic Barrière kicks-off the conference tour for bosses from the European business sector. The "survivors" of the tour expect to receive the 9 Edgar H. Schein (1996) "Culture: The Missing Concept in Organization Studies" Administrative Science Quarterly, 41
'E1'-type top managerial qualification. The 80 executives running for the title are addressed by the president of the Economic Policy Committee (EPC), and they are the first to be presented with the action plans taken by the EU on the basis of the Stern-report. The travelers put their telephones, notebooks, all the communicational and IT-tools, as well as their valuables aside, instead, they receive a dictaphone and a spiralbound notebook. 20 more people join the company: 6 charismatic writers, theatre directors and university teachers (they are "the teachers"), but also come young writers, sociologists, project managers and functionaries, mostly from outside the continent (they are "the witnesses"). Together they sail on yachts to a luxury sailing ship where, after the welcome evening, a "schooling" phase begins the next day.
Then while they proceed skirting the shore towards Algeria, (multimedia) presentations on natural environment, its crises, civilization-environment relationship before the Industrialization are held, the witnesses tell stories of their world. TV, radio or other mass media are not available on the ship, in the interactive library one can watch episodes of TVE Earth Report, as well as other selected documentaries, cinema films and recorded theatrical performances. A spacious library hall can be used for further investigation into the topics. One can also order a copy of the books and materials found in the library for home delivery, in case the topics are worth returning to. The education days are closed by literary evenings and discussions. After a day of preparations the travelers themselves hold presentations to the others on one of the five thematic sections. Finally, for half a day the managers are brought together in moderated small groups, where they are encouraged to tell stories about their own professional lifeworld and then their colleagues are to reflect thoughtfully on the experiences heard -this is the first organized chance for professional introduction. The gastronomic niveau at this phase is all along similar to that of the academy of EDAMBA -almost lavishly exclusive.
Coming closer to the shores of Algeria, 20 local tour guides join the company. Among others, they are proficient in Gestalt-therapy, executive coaching and first aid. People on board team up into 6-person groups and plan the "nomadic" phase. The first stage is a four-day long desert tour, a survival trip with team building included. Then comes a rest day, spent by visiting roman ruins and the market place. Afterwards the teams spend another four days with a specific rural activity that necessitates physical contact with the nature, e.g. fishing, shepherding, done together with the locals, under their vocational guidance (in Algerian, Tunisian and Libyan settlements). Staying at these labor locations one more day is given to replay and complete their dictaphone memos about the experiences and flip through their notes, possibly in undisturbed solitude.
At the "return" phase evidently more humble circumstances are awaiting the travelers on the luxury vessel: they are still classy, but lack the previous lavishness, and the multimedia environment is not working anymore. For the elaboration of the things learned and experienced the parlor, the auditoriums, the whiteboards, the notes and the library are still available. The serving staff is as attentive as before. The organizers facilitate discussions between the travelers -sometimes on the themes brought by the teachers, sometimes talking among themselves but with the moderator, sometimes when left on their own. In the bigger group sessions the talks focus on the experiences of the "nomadic" phase, while in the teams spontaneously picked themes are debated. A compulsory assignment for everyone is to hold a comprehensive presentation on the topic "The next five years of an imaginary company under my leadership". The discourse is documented by the assistants in a structured form, then the ideas and statements set forth are discussed (again) and evaluated by the teams. The mooring is nearby Monaco. The personal coaches who already have a record of counseling with the CEO-s arrive on board. In the process of tête-à-tête work, the executive and his coach prepare a structured, documented version of the memos, notes and thoughts of the executive.
Before the travelers leave the ship, they are assigned the last task. Based on sympathy, common interests and experiences they need to team up into groups with those with whom they will make a "research" trip next year. At the new trip the already "adept" members will be joined by new top managers. The group should possibly enlist a teacher and a few witnesses. Beyond an agreement on the destination they must also compromise on a specific research task that would fit the "corporative world and the societal environment" topic, and must set it into a document of a certain format.
After the farewell dinner held at the Grand Casino and its surroundings the CEO-s get their valuables and ICT tools back at the hotels they have chosen (naturally they had a chance to procure such things earlier after the disembarkation). The budget of the conference tour also covers three days of recreation for the participants, as well as family members and partners joining them.
The "Habitus" program additionally supports (in the form of a 50% subsidy) a local project in the actual organization of the initiated boss which has to explore the CSR-like and ecological relations of the company, and design the possible future transformation policy. For this the program also supplies guidelines of realization, an external consultant, and provides training to the company's organization-and business-development partners in advance. The results of this local project are then documented in a standard manner, and by the end of August the CEO himself presents them to the program committee and "defends" them. The committee decides on his 'E1' qualification. His company then can apply for a partial funding of the implementation. 
Research questions
Methodology applied
My research was built up of two parts: one of them being a 'synthesizing' analysis, and the other being an empirical analysis of the (above) research questions in accordance with a legitimate research methodology. The empirical part explores these questions using narrative interviews. The questions that are closely tied to the theme analyzed in the rather theoretical synthetic part of the thesis.
Synthesizing part
In the very beginning of the first half of the thesis, I set out to create the context for the discussion, since otherwise it is not self-evident. For a start, I explore an episode from an interview, which deals with the use of air conditioning. Within the domain of ecological problems, I attempt to interpret the role of the economic mindset and its tendency for intervention. I then outline an alternative (to the individualistic) methodological format, the 'community' approach, and through this lens I present a view of our functioning, which imposes a burden on the environment and which is not conditioned by the need for goods any-more, but by our socially negotiated identity. Turning to CSR, I follow a view that construes it as an extended model of corporate governance and so the concept of fiduciary responsibility arises -just like the image of executives who take care of social matters in this particular mode of trusted service. Then comes the discussion of Habitus, the key topic of the research. Finally, I outline an idea of guided re-socialization shaping senior managerial practice and thereby I try to provide a speculative answer to question 'B2', relevant in the CSR context -a question which sets out to investigate if there is a program available to influence change in the dispositions that construct business practice.
As for the method applied, I was anxious to compile a unified problem approach from several diverse sources, and then draw conclusions on its basis, trying to think laterally. In a practical sense, this part was meant to attach meaning to the questions addressed in the empirical part. It was necessary to elaborate aspects of the problem approach intensively, since the thesis tackles questions without being able to rely on the predefined and shared ontology of one particular discipline. Specifically, I was looking for ecologically relevant readings of the role of dispositional logic in the realization of business. This way, I associate the synthesized approach and the questions researched with the main project of the department I am affiliated with -namely, the management of tension arising from the cohabitation of economy and natural environment.
As regards the research methodology, I could best describe the synthesizing part of the research as reflecting an explorative-integrative approach. I got to know this approach from an EDAMBA workshop reading material of Professor Erik Maaløe. He formulated this methodology in a structured form for case study research. 11 Many of us follow this particular methodology in practice without following it consciously. To put it short: in case we do not keep to the linear path of first articulating the theory, and then doing the empirical testing of this theory and subsequently moving on to the the analysis of the results, nor do we stick to a "grounded theory" scenario with similar determination -then we roam around amongst ideas, experiences and encounters. According to Maaløe, we have to go through this cycle intentionally over and over again -like in a hermeneutic research -, and in the meanwhile experiment with our theories too. This latter guidance particularly fits my own story; just like the one about having to face the findings sensibly, contrasting them immediately with our preconceived notions and expectations, which we have to remain aware of.
While writing the dissertation, I periodically revised my conceptions according to the findings emerging from the literature, the critical remarks and my experiences. This is obviously true for almost all researchers. What may be special about my case, is that I set about the task of exploration and integration with the help of a rather loose theory and ideas. Conceptions emerged and faded out: the theme began with my extravagant essay on the possibility of virtualized economy. The first leading ideas came up later on while reading Jean Baudrillard, and then they were distilled in a paper written about the economy of illusions for the EDAMBA Research Summer Academy. My dissertation proposal mainly discussed the theory of action and the practice-based approach, and finally, before defending my proposal, the dispositions came to be the main theme. I scrapped the text of the proposal, thus the thesis was written anew after the interviews had been conducted. The various chapters of the thesis were written in parallel, and thus in interaction with each other. Now one can question the role the empirical material plays in all this. While the systematic analysis of the empirical content was written after the synthetic part, the earlier empirical research stages such as the narrative methodology based design, the interviewing and the first interpretations preceded the composition of the "textual" part, and thus they underlie it. I also consider it to be important that I was not testing a 'small-theory' -in the sense that the subject of my study is not a peculiar (specific or local) phenomenon. Even though I have narrowed down the application of the theory researched to corporate executives, the presence of dispositional logic in behavior -a proposition to be proved in itself -is a pervasive phenomenon, it explains the regularities behind the functioning of things. Consequently, we 10 Methodology applied are dealing with a universal. I would like to remark, that I have been confronting my own lifeworld too with this proposition for a while now, and this introspection proved to have explanatory power, it has resulted in apparently valid and trustworthy experiences supporting the theory. My immediate lifeworld includes experiences about corporate officersmainly mid-level business leaders and a few senior officers -, which I have been gaining for several years now, through our shared business practice. Even if it is not the CEO subculture itself, as a participant in a permanent case study, I have the means to observe the managerial subculture in action -the milieu from where the senior executives emerge. These practical experiences are also contrasted with what I write.
Empirical part
The narrative interview method of the other part of the research is based on the (now fundamental) book of Steinar Kvale (1996) . 12 Being a subtype of qualitative interviewing, the specific methodology of the narrative interview fits with the narrative logic of social/organizational reality (which is considered to be particularly important), with the social-constructivist and postmodern approach and also with that of practice turn.
Narrative interviews
While conducting the interviews, I aimed at obtaining illustrations, field samples from the lifeworld of midand senior-level business executives, in which samples one could capture the 'Habitus' conceptualized by Bourdieu. My technique was to make my subjects tell short thematic stories. I asked them to recall memories from their present management practice that "rhyme" with the motif featuring in the question, and to deliver it in 5-20 minutes, exclusively through storytelling. I found motifs which were assumed to bring ingrained patterns of judgement and action to the surface; motifs which seem to have a strong relationship with the actual realization of business, which could indicate the reproduction of schemes, which are associated with responsibility, and indirectly also with the 12 Kvale (1996) "Inter Views: Introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing" Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks matter of ecology through the context elaborated in the theoretical part. It was during a later phase of listening to and transcribing the recorded interviews, when I located the patterns that may indicate dispositions and dispositional logic. During the actual conversations I tried to avoid directing the interviewees' account to these patterns in an explicit (transparent or obvious) way. The interview questions were also designed not to raise the subjects' awareness of the theme researched, or at least to make it quite ambiguous. Thus I planned to elicit the answers to the research questions by means of the indirect effect of meticulously designed questions, and then to detect them later on in the texts of the interviews.
According to Kvale, it is typical to conduct 15±10 interviews in interview-based research today. In the case of the present dissertation, five of my friends came to be my conversation partners, all of whom are mid-or senior-level executives, and even those who operate in middle management, are involved in strategic decisions and not in "micro-managing". Additionally, they were either part of the senior managerial subculture or were close to that in their style. Further criteria were that their decisions have rather important influence on the organization, and that the assumed degree of their decisional freedom ensures sufficient leeway for them to assert their mindset and behavioral regularities.
Barbara Czarniawska (whose approach was normative for me too) claims in her article (2000) on the uses of narrative in organization research that, in her interpretation, "narrative analysis does not have a 'method' [..., and no] set of procedures to check the correctness of its results". According to her, narrative analysis is far from the idea that strictly "applied procedures would [render] 'testable' results", but there are methodological "tricks" at our disposal, such as critical and formalist analysis or deconstruction. 13 This has to do with the view that narratives "do not speak for themselves". They are believed to be communicated by those who formulate or investigate them too. I understood the method according to what has just been said.
Almost all my interview questions required a narrative answer, but I did not force this too much, when someone tended to give theoretical or interpretative replies instead. I considered the natural flow of conversation a very important criterion so that the empirical content is not affected by the subjects' presumed inclination to conform to a scientific research situation. According to one of my preconceptions, I expected the subjects to be inclined to cooperate in exploring the phenomena designated in the questions, that is, to make their accounts involuntarily tendentious due to their intention to conform. For this reason, I used metaphors that were not referring directly to the theoretical subject of my research (i.e. dispositions and habitus), stimulative metaphors like 'sense of the game' or 'choreography', or the concept of 'mask'. I believe that these metaphors elicit experiences and concepts intrinsically related to the phenomenon I was researching, and they do so from an idiosyncratic perspective.
Interpretation
I processed the content of the interviews based on the following categories (aspects, dimensions): -CSR compliant practice and mindset.
Тhe interview questions were meant to inspire the narrator to deliver accounts that would contain the above aspects.
In detecting the dispositions, I relied on the understanding of this subject that had been formed during the theoretical analysis of the themes relating to dispositions (in the synthesizing part of the thesis). When "intuitively" identifying dispositions in the cases found in the reports on business reality or when locating the phenomena classifiable as habitus, I deliberated the reasons behind the classification. It is reasonable to believe that the content of а qualitative interview is not going to be more consistent than people themselves are in their views and actions. Since I was not looking for answers to my research questions in the explicit meaning or message of the interview texts, the analytical results of the actual research should be less affected by the inconsistencies (unreliability) of the explicit textual content.
The "scientific holy trinity" of positivist methodology -validity, reliability and generalizability -is viewed as a disputable and soft issue by postmodern qualitative research anyway. In this approach we diverge from the usual statistical interpretation of these concepts, and the originally clear distinction between them also become blurred. If we diverge from the statistical, econometric, sociometric, psychometric methods, and then apply the above concepts to accounts of real life -the notions of validity and reliability might easily be confused. For me the frankness of the interview material was also a key issue, which means that reliability can actually be understood as trustworthiness. As for the verification of validity and reliability, I could reasonably rely on my own knowledge about business reality and the reality of my conversation partners (which knowledge I used to verify what was said, not to re-interpret it).
In my research I use the concept of 'significance' to mean practical importance or societal meaningfulness (to mean that something matters). I adapt this reading from Deirdre McCloskey (1998) , in accordance with the concept propagated by her: 'substantive significance' (as opposed to statistical significance). While the latter comes from measured numbers, the former is assessed by common sense (i.e. the mattering is decided on the grounds of shared interpretations). 16
3 Main observations and results
The idea synthesized
In the 'synthesizing' part of the dissertation I put forward the following idea not as a hypothesis but as a background assumption (in fact, this assumption is what justifies the research questions). And the idea is that it is reasonable to move the economy towards ecological sustainability from inside the practice of corporations, specifically through the dispositions of the executive subculture. I can see several points of support for this idea to start with: a./ According to Bourdieu, the industry, the politics and the public mutually form each others understanding about what comes to be the norm and the practice on the market. Leaving the obsolete economic theology of needs behind, we can see that these norms of practice represent a common social construction, the actual realization of which may either entail a considerable burden on the natural environment or a much smaller oneand this is a question of the realization, that is of the practice itself. (In my dissertation I illustrate this topic with the issue of quality.) In this social game today it is the corporations who propel the course of common practice with an active engagement -and now they can guide it to a 'greener' region. The CSR agenda confronts them with this latter shift in the form of a 16 McCloskey (1998) For the most part, however, it is the social scaffolding and the unconscious practical logic which narrow down the playing field of rational calculation. That is, the regularities of the business game are for the most part not economic. Most of the economic regularities are dispositional too. e./ The CSR understanding today expects changes in the business practice; due to the urging environmental threats an accelerated course of the changes is much needed. Therefore we have to find access points which provide an intensive impact on the practice of corporations.
As we cast off the individualistic methodology, which gradually loses its general explanatory power and its topicality, the business sphere does not any more appear to be a party which -due to its rational internal logic -can be isolated from the 'obscure' social matters. Nor does it appear to be a party which -due to its clear functional roles -enjoys immunity from dealing with these issues. The corporate practice, the organizational behavior and culture appear to be spheres where direct and intensive intervention is justified, if an accelerated procedure is legitimized. Within this sphere -according to the idea underpinning the topicality and importance of my research questions -the business executives themselves could become the effective access points to alter the shared mindset and potentials to act which determine the functioning of the corporations (in other words we discuss the alteration of organizational culture here). Their dispositions may 'multiply' in the community of a corporation, spread out to the super-organizational culture, to the subcultures which exist within the population of the organizations -and then to other communities of the public.
The reformation of the mindset and the behavioral culture of the senior management may take institutionalized forms. One such solution could be provided by the existing and the newly organized communities of the executive subculture. These would be analogous with the professional communities popular today (palpable at their conferences, clubs or fairs for example). My concept, however, assumes specific communities, which are designed with professional assistance, provide experiences through well dramatized events, focus on leaving the senior management with an impression of their implication in the matters, raise their ecological and social literacy, but also provoke practical involvement in the matters. The "lessons" learnt, the schemata obtained need to suit the actual case of the executives' corporationthe "learning" needs to be situationally embedded. Within the framework of these new and existing communities the development of a 'thematic community field' should be fostered, which would then serve as an acting arena for the business and organizational leader role of the executives involved, that is, as one of the playing fields for their professional mask. Through this field they could get involved in further issues, the social ones and therefore it could structure their views and behavioral potential. The eco-sensitive practical ways of thinking and behavioral stereotypes acquired in their own subcultural milieuthrough dramatized impressions and experiences, education, practicing and controlled intervention of organizational development -can reproduce in other fields of practice, where the executives' professional identity normally functions (see multiplication).
The social prestige of the communities shaping the executives' practice is of great importance and it has to play an important motivating role based upon human frailty, along with the entertaining features of the community events (which feature has become the norm) -though both should only provide the frames of the measures which modify the professional identity and develop the literacy and the potentials to act. With regard to these latter measures, the assistance of the organizational developers seems to be a key issue in the institutions transforming the executive culture, since the engagement, the ecological literacy and feeling of involvement all provide a primary orientation, whereas the shift shaping the practice has to fit into the professional character and subculture, the actual organizations, and the concrete organizational and personal situations. The synchronization of the emerging orientations and the actual organizational practice is to be intensively and professionally supported.
Main explanatory observations and conclusions
The significant conclusions and observations of the thesis can be categorized as follows: (1) those relating to the logic of action, (2) those arising from the application of the latter in organizational management, (3) those exposed in the context of environmental economics; and finally the last category deducible from all the previous -(4) conclusions related to a possible scheme for the development of organizational and senior managerial responsibility.
Logic of action
a) I argue in my thesis that the logic of dispositions is one of the driving forces behind collective behavior, just like the logic of deliberation, and that they are of equal importance. Thus, the regularities feasible for sociology -beyond the rules preferred by mainstream economic science -seem to describe business reality equally well. Besides the regular processes, the collective stereotypes of behavior and comprehension, the stories and experiences of communities (as regularities) are mechanisms that equally contribute to the selection of the actual realizations of economic institutions and practices. (Thus, a number of economically logical alternatives never get realized or even considered, these alternatives are often just ignored; whereas the rationality of a number of existing institutions, matters and customs can only be justified within the biased interpretative context provided by their actual realizations.) b) Portrayed more realistically, the behavior of individuals who act collectively and have a common narrative appears to be animated by a com-
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bination of mechanisms like: habitus; espoused social rules; discursive rationality (explicit collective calculation); selfish individual calculations; negotiation of meaning between the collective and the individual; creativity; judgmental heuristics; dispositions of interpersonal relationships; emotions and passions; embodied (psychical) behavioral deviance. These principles or modalities of behavior overlap, interfere with each other -they do not occupy certain time slices (with statistical frequency), but are combined even within a snapshot of a situation. In this approach, 'consciousness' is not distinguished as a behavioral mechanism, but it is also made up of the above components. (The list of ingredients is obviously neither exhaustive nor coherent, as it only serves as an illustration of the approach being outlined.) c) Such a socially realistic model (which complements the positivist view) can still remain a "useful theory" when reduced to the mechanism of habitus -my thesis represents this reduction. According to the concept of 'habitus', there are shared dispositions inside individuals, which orchestrate and guide collective behavior with a certain structuring logic. In this concept, people's activities are shaped by their own history and combine into a stably regulated reality. Habitus is one of the basic principles, mechanisms behind the behavior of agents (humans, institutions) on the playing field, but we regard it as being the most decisive one (for our purposes). This principle is based on a system of dispositions (or regularities) arising exactly due to the agents' involvement (engagement) in the gamea system which is formed from the players' shared cognitive and action schemata. The dispositions applied in several (playing) fields at a time aggregate into habitus and thus form a distinct system. This ensemble of comprehension vectors -which are in fact action vectors tooreproduces the whole game, that is the logic and the scenes of the collective behaviors.
d) The historical and narrative factors, plus the factors of origin -or under a common label -the generative aspect (which is becoming dominant within the above approach) discredits the ten- 
The concerns of environmental economics
i) In our symbolic, 'meaning-cultivating' economy (or I should say economy of illusions) -some of which takes place in hyperreality -, there are several ways to realize consumption/production in practice. The currently popular, actual realization of consumption and production is more a product of a specific historicity and culture (that is, determined much more subjectively), than it was in more "traditional" social frameworks of the past (i.e. in the 19th century). Today the economic system is much less explicable by objective necessities than the past ones. Therefore, the actual realization of certain goods and their role in the human functioning (such as the quality of goods and its practical role) are a product of "the negotiation of meaning" 18 between the actors of the market. That is, the concept of 'collectively constructed reality' is not only a methodological tool of postmodern theories (an interpretation), but rather a real contemporary development gaining ground in social reality, in practice (together with the expansion of hyperreality and the creative role of meaning-negotiation). 1930" 19 , it has to be taken off the agenda, and hence the 'economy-fetishing' social system may also be altered. One such consequence may be the model of a more socialized corporation, where a company shall take care of social issues as a matter of course whenever they get involved in such issues. The problem of ecology is a critical sub-case of the social issues.
k) If the directive, which holds that -due to the ecological risks -companies should attach as high priority to the aspects of sustainable business as to their financial performance, becomes part of the social ideology and the conceptual culture, then there is a need to establish the institutions of this social engagement within business organizations too and make this engagement self-reproducing, in terms of sociologically realistic mechanisms. One such implicit institution can be the dominance of dispositions which are significant for sustainable business in the habitus determining economic activities. The latter development can be expected to happen (spontaneously) as conceptual and behavioral culture transforms but may also be inspired from outside.
l) If the social responsibility of corporations is interpreted via the concept of 'stakeholders', then we somewhat distort the view preferred by environmental economics, according to which it is the external effects of economic activities which create the problems. In this respect it would be less distorting if we interpret the corporation as the party who is the stakeholder in the issues brought up on the CSR agenda. This way the processing of societal interests that are affected by the corporation's conduct should become part of the corporation's main activities -as an institutionalized, intentional ingredient of decision making and mindset, and as the tacit practice in the interplay of everyday micro-activities within the organization.
The development of corporate and executive responsibility
m) It would obviously be reasonable to move the economy towards ecological sustainability from inside the practice of corporations, specifically, through the dispositions of the executive subculture. Ecological responsibility has to become an integral part of the executives' professional identity and their practical agency -in the form of a disposition of stewardship (which is similar to the fiduciary responsibility, the duty of care normally exercised towards the owners). In case such a neutral (moral modality-free) disposition towards the stewardship of environmental matters is built into the behavior of corporate top management, it can become a potent element of the CSR-type practice and sustainable businessmostly by the way the considerations of nature internalized by the decision-makers and their milieu will structure the approach to practice, the strategy-making activities and the activities of others. The aim of instilling the disposition of stewardship towards environmental affairs in executives can be re-interpreted as the socialization of ecological responsibility (which is a subcase of social responsibility) in the corporate executives' subculture. n) One possible direction of measure to make the cause of the natural environment an internal concern of corporations -that is, to be unconditionally dealt with whenever the corporation is involved in a matter -is the guided re-socialization of corporate executives to shape their comprehension and practice accordingly. The first step in this direction is to set up the institutions for such socialization -re-socializing communities shaping the executives' practice. These institutions could either be established and run as 4 Comments on applicability and utilization
The outline of pro-environmental measures
The normative implications of the thesis (which are about the institutions for the re-socialization of business executives) outline one possible direction of measures to help ecological adaption within the economic sphere. In the course of the stimulation of these changes the senior managerial subculture may serve as an entry point. 
Fields of further research
Without leaving the scope of the relationships mapped by my research, the analysis of these particular interrelations can be continued, inter alia, using quantitative methods. Relationships such as the impact of dispositions on the senior managerial decision-making and their role in the behavior of other actors of the corporate governance; the ways dispositions spread within an organization; the external determination of dispositions.
I consider the advancement of the normative ideaabout the guided, practice constructing re-socialization of executives -outlined in the dissertation as a possible area of further research. The idea could be developed from the current draft status into a stage analyzing practical feasibility. It can be connected to the tracing of the executives' latent mindset and their potential to act, which may be enacted in a more socialized, in particular, ecologically more sensitive corporate business practice.
As my research unfolded, two additional notions have gained relevant meaning and thus have grown to require further research: the collective interplay and the personal identity.
I would study the personal identity within the already established context of dispositional logic. The research carried out so far has focused on the professional, subcultural identity of the executives, but the following assumption emerged from the empirical material: the personal character of the executives pio-
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Comments on applicability and utilization neering the changes may also play a crucial part in the establishment of the common practice of a socially more sensitive executive behavior -that is, the personal dispositions and mindset of those people and the reaction patterns originating from their rather personal backgrounds and culture (see the "non-yuppie mentality").
The other concept worth investigating, the collective interplay, is to be interpreted here without negative overtones. It should be understood instead as a mutual effort to fit, a tendency which, according to common sense, is a necessary condition for cooperation -more generally speaking, for co-existence, which is coupled for instance with interdependence. According to Bourdieu there are several expositions of these interplays, (in his rendition) 'collusions' taking place in the economy (see ontological and implicit collusions). The dispositional logic, when applied to the social games, makes it obvious to handle the congruities and conflicts in their mutual dynamics. Take for example the phenomenon articulated in the definition of habitus, it says that collective behavior is orchestrated even without management. There are some more quite inspiring concepts for the study of this -say -'collusion as interplay', for instance Jürg Willi's ideas on 'couples in collusion' or co-evolution (the Swiss psychiatrist in my thesis is only referred to indirectly in a footnote).
Returning to the normative thesis, the particular way of rendering the interplay mentioned above is seemingly applicable to the case of executives acting as stewards of the ecological matters. My claim based on the empirical material suggests that collective interplay is a significant factor in the determination of which changes a leader may successfully be at the head of. Especially so if effective leadership does not appear to be heroic -a struggle burdened with external and internal resistance (and parties). Even more so if we see the essence of effective leadership in the synthesizing of 'human resources' and the engagement of fellow workers in some collective action leading to the ends aimed at -where the outcomes are in line with their shared dispositions too. Following this particular exposition of the collusions as interplay, we can diagram the following concepts as interreacting: the executives' mindset and their pursuits acquired through guided socialization, the collective habitus linked to the intra-organizational field, the operational habitus of market, the mindset and business schemes legitimized by the CSR-like views, the sentiment which regards ecology as a matter of the social milieu, the views communicated in hyperreality, the negotiated meanings of personal identity, the perception of quality, etc.
My thesis assumes that -in addition to rational factors -the dispositions of management also decisively affect business decisions, and thus business executives' mindset and behavioral patterns (their 'habitus') should be the target of the influence of society whenever societally important changes depend on current business practice. I outlined an institutionalized framework of re-socialization to influence the CEO subculture (and suggest it as part of the CSR agenda).
The ecological sensitivity and awareness of industry are treated as a societal issue in the thesis. I have carried out research into the presence and functioning of dispositional logic (the Bourdieusian habitus) in managerial practice with the help of a few narrative interviews.
The basic statement analyzed is how the dispositions of senior management form and guide practice. Following Pierre Bourdieu: dispositions -these stereotypes of behavior and comprehension -are collective phenomena, the components of collective behavior and they function as a system (as habitus). The logic of dispositions and the logic of rational calculation (deliberation) appear as equally important driving forces behind collective practice. Thus the regularities that are feasible for sociology -beyond the rules preferred by mainstream economic science -seem to describe business reality equally well. These regularities are the dispositions, as well as the history and the experiences of a community. I have used narrative interviews to detect (interpret) dispositions belonging to the logic of practice in the stories five business executives told about their organizational lifeworld.
The second statement analyzed in the dissertation concerns ways of influencing dispositions and manipulating them from outside of the organizations. I have formulated a normative idea that if the dispositions of executives have a significant impact on the orientation of corporate behavior, then they themselves should become the targets of policies focusing on the development of the social and environmental responsibility of their companies. I have suggested establishing super-organizational institutions for the executive subculture where the collective environment and events help the adoption of new dispositions.
My concepts partly follow one of Bourdieu's last books dealing with 'economic habitus' and I used the practice-based approach in organizational studies too. My own approach has also been affected by Baudrillard and Deirdre McCloskey (in her view, the effectiveness of capitalism has always needed actors granted with personal, social and cultural virtues). Some of my interpretations appeal to other authorities: Keynes, Mintzberg, Schein or Chia.
As regards current popular concepts, I used a view in which corporate social responsibility (CSR) appears as an extended model of corporate governance. Therefore, the notion of fiduciary duty fits into the picture, with the vision of the executives whobesides the duties owed to the owners -take care of social matters in this particular style of trusted service, given that their company is a party evidently involved in the issues of society and ecology. I conclude that ecological responsibility has to become an embedded part of executives' professional identities and their practical agency -as a disposition of stewardship. In a society leaving the economic theology of needs behind, the adequate adaptation of the executive subculture develops historically, but if the ecological crisis makes an expedited procedure reasonable, the role of new institutions to socialize their social responsibilities may come into the foreground ('guided re-socialization').
The question of auxiliary socialization of senior managers may further be complemented with the theme of executives' mask or character, that is, of professional and personal identity, which theme is touched upon in the empirical material.
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